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Abstract. This paper focuses on short-term water demand forecasting
for predictive control of Drinking Water Networks (DWN) by using Gaus-
sian Process (GP). For the predictive control strategy, system state pre-
diction in a finite horizon are generated by a DWN model and demands
are regarded as system disturbances. The goal is to provide a demand
estimation within a given confidence interval. For the sake of obtaining
a desired forecasting performance, the forecasting process is carried out
in two parts: the expected part is forecasted by Double-Seasonal Holt-
Winters (DSHW) method and the stochastic part is forecasted by GP
method. The mean value of water demand is firstly estimated by DSHW
while GP provides estimations within a confidence interval. GP is applied
with random inputs to propagate uncertainty at each step. Results of the
application of the proposed approach to a real case study based on the
Barcelona DWN have shown that the general goal has been successfully
reached.
Keywords: Gaussian Process; Water Demand Forecasting; Drinking
Water Networks; Double-Seasonal Holt-Winters; Predictive Control
1 Introduction
Water demand forecasting has been discussed and explored in the past decades
for long-term and short-term forecasts. Short-term demand forecasting plays a
significant role in the optimal operational control of Drinking Water Networks
(DWN). To manage DWN, which are complex and large-scale systems, obtain-
ing an accurate model of water demand is of great significance. In the model
predictive control (MPC) strategy for DWN, water demands can be regarded as
disturbances, being necessary to obtain the water demand evolution over a given
prediction horizon.
As electricity demand forecasting, water demand forecasting is strongly influ-
enced by meteorological factors, such as temperature and humidity. Even though
other factors related to water demand evolution can be considered, it is still
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difficult to forecast water demand taking into account meteorological factors
depending on time. In other words, if the temperature is chosen as a factor
for forecasting water demands, the forthcoming information is probably from
weather forecast. As a result, the other factors are not always available and
water demand is usually characterized as a time series model.
Gaussian Process (GP) regression model has been treated as the state-of-
the-art regression methodology and applied in many different real cases such as
electricity forecasting [9], [16] and disturbance forecasting in greenhouse temper-
ature control system [13], among other fields. There are some other methodolo-
gies for electricity forecasting that have been discussed in the past decades, such
as artificial neural networks [5], [8]. These algorithms have also been employed for
the water demand forecasting [1], [11]. The superiority of GP regression comes
from the use of the Bayesian Inference theory, which is able to update parame-
ters of GP model in real time. In a GP model, it is assumed that the regression
variables have a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
The idea of combining MPC and GP was proposed by [10]. It is suggested that
GP could be an approach to model and forecast system disturbances and then
being used to implement to MPC for a real system. The main difficulty of only
applying GP to forecast system disturbances is that multiple-step ahead forecasts
are required. At each step, some previous values will be used as testing inputs of
GP regression model in order to obtain the estimation but probably some inputs
are unknown at current time. If unknown values are replaced by estimates from
GP at previous steps, the next estimation would be more inaccurate. Hence,
modelling demand is divided into two parts: expected and stochastic parts.
Exponential smoothing methods are originally used to manipulate financial
market and economic data and then widely applied to time series data [3], [7]. To-
gether with complementary components of level, trend and seasonality, a short-
term forecasting can be performed. Double-Seasonal Holt-Winters (DSHW) is
an extended exponential smoothing method with two seasonalities. It is suitable
for forecasting water demand with daily and weekly period at hourly time scale.
Unlike GP regression, DSHW for multiple-step ahead forecasts is only based on
the last known value that is regarded as the initial value.
Leading to a combined forecasting method, a quite proper mean estimation
for expected water demand is forecasted by using DSHW. The stochastic water
demand is found by subtracting expected water demands. The random inputs
with a Gaussian distribution are considered as the testing inputs for GP [14].
The uncertainty propagation is carried out during multiple-step forecasts as well.
The main contribution of this paper consists in proposing a new algorithm
denoted DSHW-GP to forecast short-term water demand for the purpose of in-
corporating it into an MPC-based closed-loop control topology. The advantage
of this approach is to make use of accurate forecasting by DSHW as the expected
part to avoid the drawback of GP for multiple-step ahead. After applying this
approach, the forecasting uncertainty evolution of demand over the MPC pre-
diction horizon will be used for propagating uncertainty of system states. Going
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even further, a robust MPC controller can be designed to deal with uncertainty
propagation of system states being alternative to the one proposed in [18].
The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the proposed
approach including detailed equations of DSHW and GP for regression and the
DSHW-GP algorithm are presented. In Section 3, a real case study based on the
Barcelona DWN is used for testing the proposed methodology in this paper and
simulation results are also shown. Finally, main conclusions are drawn in Section
4.
2 Proposed Approach
2.1 MPC Framework and DWN Control-oriented Model
Fig. 1 shows the general MPC closed-loop scheme for DWN. In the labelled
Real scene block, measurement sensors in the DWN are often influenced by
disturbances. Current system states are estimated by the observer that depends
on measurements obtained from the system sensors. In the MPC configuration
block, a DWN model including system disturbances is required, which will be
used to predict both the system states and outputs over a given time horizon.
The general MPC controller design for DWN can be found in [12].
Fig. 1. Model Predictive Control (MPC) scheme for DWN
The control-oriented model for DWN considered in this paper is described
by the following set of linear discrete difference-algebraic equations for all time
instant k ∈ N [6]:
xk+1 = Axk +Buk +Bddk, (1a)
0 = Euuk +Eddk, (1b)
where xk,uk,dk denote the state vector, the manipulated flows through actu-
ators and the demanded flow as additive measured disturbances, respectively.
Moreover, (1a) decribes the dynamics of storage tanks and (1b) presents the
static relations within the DWN at network nodes.
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Assumption 1 The water demands over the MPC prediction horizon Hp from
the current time k are decomposed as
dˆk+i = d¯k+i +Σdk+i i = 1, 2, . . . ,Hp, (2)
where d¯k+i is the vector of expected water demand, and Σdk+i is the vector of
probabilistic independent uncertainty forecasting, i.e., stochastic demand.
As aforementioned, the expected demand d¯k+i could be forecasted by us-
ing DSHW, and the stochastic demand Σdk+i could be forecasted by using GP.
Moreover, the GP could also generate a confidence interval considering the de-
mand forecasting errors.
2.2 GP Regression with Uncertainty Propagation
GP is regarded as a supervised learning algorithm widely used for different do-
mains in the past decades. GP regression can be used for identifying the model
of a dynamic system. The model identified by GP regression is so called non-
parametric model [4], which does not mean there are no parameters inside the
model but the model has flexible parameters that can be adapted from input
data. Hence, GP regression is used for the state-of-the-art regression methods
[4] and includes non-parametric model with Bayesian inference methods. As for
the so-called parametric model, parameters impose a fixed structure or value in
advance upon the model. However, the GP regression is an optimal approach to
make the model more flexible. With different training data, the GP model can
be adapted accordingly.
The general GP regression model can be defined as
f(z) ∼ GP(m(z), k(z, z′)), (3)
where z is the feature vector (inputs) of the GP model while m(z) and k(z, z′) are
mean and covariance functions for GP, whose formats should be firstly defined
with some certain parameters called hyperparameters. These hyperparameters
can be selected by using Bayesian Inference methods with training data. Usually,
GP is used for modelling and forecasting a set of random variables [15]. The mean
function is usually null. Then, the GP model is rewritten in the following form:
f(z) ∼ GP(0, k(z, z′)). (4)
The forecasts of GP can be performed with noises, i.e., y = f(z) + . It is
assumed that the noise  obeys a Gaussian distribution  ∼ N (0, σ2n). The joint
distribution of the observation outputs y and the testing outputs f∗ is defined as[
y
f∗
]
∼ N
(
0,
[
K(z, z) + σ2nI K(z, z∗)
K(z∗, z) K(z∗, z∗)
])
, (5)
where z∗ is a set of testing inputs and I denotes the identity matrix of suitable
dimensions. Moreover, K(z, z), K(z, z∗), K(z∗, z) and K(z∗, z∗) are covariance
matrices. The detailed definitions of covariance matrices can be found in [16].
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Deriving the conditional distribution, it is possible to arrive at the key fore-
casting expression for the GP regression as
f∗ | z,y, z∗ ∼ N (m(f∗), k(f∗)) , (6)
where m(f∗) and k(f∗) are posterior mean and covariance functions, respectively,
which are given as
m(f∗) , K(z∗, z)[K(z, z) + σ2nI]−1y, (7a)
k(f∗) , K(z∗, z∗)−K(z∗, z)[K(z, z) + σ2nI]−1K(z, z∗). (7b)
For selecting the feature vector, the candidate feature variables come from
previous target variables in a time series model. For the time series data, previous
N data (d(k − 1), . . . , d(k − N)) from current time k are chosen as the feature
vector.
For multiple-step ahead forecasts, the difficulty of applying the aforemen-
tioned method is that the previous real demand is unknown at each step ahead.
One solution is provided by using random inputs as feature vector that obeys
a Gaussian distribution [14]. In this way, uncertainty could be propagated dur-
ing the process of multiple-step ahead forecasts. The testing inputs are z∗ ∼
N (µz∗ , Σz∗), whose definitions can be found in [14]. Performing a Taylor expan-
sion around z∗ in (7a) and (7b), the final forecasts are shown as
m(µz∗ , Σz∗) = m(f∗), (8a)
k(µz∗ , Σz∗) = k(f∗) +
1
2
Tr
{
∂2k(z∗)
∂z∗∂z∗T
∣∣∣∣
z∗=µz∗
Σz∗
}
+
∂m(z∗)
∂z∗
∣∣∣∣T
z∗=µz∗
Σz∗
∂m(z∗)
∂z∗
∣∣∣∣
z∗=µz∗
,
(8b)
where Tr denotes the trace operator. Moreover, the first and second order deriva-
tives are computed as
∂m(z∗)
∂z∗d
∣∣∣∣
z∗=µz∗
=
[
− 1
2l2
(zd − µz∗d)K(µz∗ , z)
]T
K−1(z, z)y, (9a)
∂2k(z∗)
∂z∗d∂z∗Te
∣∣∣∣
z∗=µz∗
= −2
(
− 1
2l2
)2 {
M(z∗d)
TK−1(z, z)M(z∗e)
+ [(zd − µz∗d) (ze − µz∗e)K(µz∗ , z)]T K−1(z, z)K(µz∗ , z)
}
+2
(
− 1
2l2
)
K(µz∗ , z)
TK−1(z, z)K(µz∗ , z)δde,
(9b)
M(z∗i) = (zi − µz∗i)K(µz∗ , z), (9c)
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where l is a parameter of covariance function and zd ∈ Rd and ze ∈ Re are
different column vectors of input data. Further detailed calculations can be found
in [14].
2.3 Double-Seasonal Holt-Winters
The exponential smoothing method was firstly introduced by R. G. Brown in
1956 and later improved by C. C. Holt and P. R. Winters with trend and seasonal
components, which is called Holt-Winters (HW) method. This method is usually
applied to time series data in order to generate short-term forecasts [3].
Simple exponential smoothing did not consider the time series data with
tendency and periodicity. HW method contains these two features but only with
one period in an additive or multiplicative way. Afterwards, it is extended the
single period to double multiplicative seasonality [17]. This method is the so-
called Double-Seasonal Holt-Winters (DSHW).
Some comparisons with several exponential smoothing methods have been
discussed in [2] and it is concluded that DSHW method can provide forecasting
results with more robustness and accuracy.
The DSHW model for water demand is built as follows:
dˆ(k + j|k) = (L(k) + jT (k))S1
(
k + j −
[
j
s1
]
s1
)
S2
(
k + j −
[
j
s2
]
s2
)
, (10)
where L(k), T (k), S1(k), S2(k) denote level, trend and two seasonalities, respec-
tively: S1(k) is the first season s1 while S2(k) is the second season s2 and j is
the forecasting index within a given horizon. To compute these components, the
following expressions are used:
L(k) = α
d(k)
S1(k − s1)S2(k − s2) + (1− α)(L(k − 1) + T (k − 1), (11a)
T (k) = γ(L(k)− L(k − 1)) + (1− γ)T (k − 1), (11b)
S1(k) = δ1
d(k)
L(k)S2(k − s2) + (1− δ1)S1(k − s1), (11c)
S2(k) = δ2
d(k)
L(k)S1(k − s1) + (1− δ2)S2(k − s2), (11d)
where α, γ, δ1, δ2 are smoothing parameters that can be obtained by using least-
squared methods with given training data. In principle, a collection of training
dataset in two suitable periods should be achieved at initial forecasting time
kini.
2.4 DSHW-GP Approach
In this paper, the proposed DSHW-GP approach is shown in Algorithm 1. Since
both of DSHW and GP forecasting models need to be trained before forecasting,
it is assumed that a collection of past data is available. Meanwhile, the DSHW
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loop can be run with past data in a certain time in order to obtain the training
data for GP loop. In this approach, the effectiveness and efficiency are both
considered. Assuming the periodicity of the water demand with period ∆p, due
to the accuracy of the DSHW method, the calculation process can be reduced to
be executed each 2∆p, which will be partially chosen as estimations of expected
water demand with the horizon of ∆p. Hence, Hp is considered equal to ∆p in
this case.
Algorithm 1 DSHW-GP Algorithm
1: n← Simulation Days
2: k ← Current hour
3: for i← 1 : n do
4: tdd← Get past a set of real demands . DSHW Loop
5: Training DSHW by tdd with two periods (s1, s2)
6: dm← dshw(k, 2∆p): 2∆p-step ahead at time k
7: for j ← 1 : ∆p do . GP Loop
8: dmp← Set of previous estimates of DSHW
9: dsto← dtotal - dmp
10: Training GP model with dsto
11: mean, cov, lb, ub ← GP (k+ j,∆p) . Prediction by GP with random inputs
12: d¯(i, j)← dm(j : j +∆p − 1) +mean
13: Σd(i,j) ← cov
14: dlb(i, j)← lb
15: dub(i, j)← ub
16: end for
17: k ← k +∆p
18: end for
Remark. For daily forecasts, DSHW loop is only executed at the first hour of
a day with a set of training data of suitable dimension. The forecasting results
include 2∆p demand estimations that will be regarded as the expected demand
of hourly forecasts. The procedure is as follows: at time k, expected estimations
are selected from k+1 to k+∆p. At time k+1, expected estimations are selected
from k + 2 to k +∆p + 1. Until time k +∆p, expected estimations are selected
from k + ∆p + 1 to k + 2∆p. The DSHW loop is executed daily while the GP
loop is executed hourly. The total estimation contains two parts coming from
selected DSHW and GP loops, respectively. The total mean estimation is the
sum of results from DSHW and GP. Upper and lower forecasting bounds are
produced by GP.
3 Case Study: Barcelona Drinking Water Network
3.1 Case-Study Description
The proposed approach is applied to the case study of Barcelona DWN. The
Barcelona DWN supplies 237.7 hm3 water to approximately 3 million consumers
every year, covering a 424 km2 area. The entire network is composed of 63 storage
tanks, 3 surface sources, 7 underground sources, 79 pumps, 50 valves, 18 nodes
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and 88 water demands. The topology of Barcelona DWN is described in Fig.
2. Currently, AGBAR1 is in charge of managing the entire network through a
supervisory control system with sampling period of one hour. It is necessary to
forecast the water demands of the whole network within an MPC strategy with
a prediction horizon of 24 hours. The improved forecasts of water demands could
lead to obtain huge economic benefits. The quality of gathered real data has much
influence on demand forecasting results due to unexpected noise from sensors.
After comparing and selecting different sets of real data, the real water demand
data of C10COR during the year 2013 will be used to illustrate the proposed
approach. Similar results can be obtained in case of other water demands of the
case study.
Fig. 2. Barcelona DWN topology
3.2 Results
Looking into the dataset of real water demands available, there are approxi-
mately one year’s data available. From this set of data, the daily and weekly
periods can be clearly observed. For the simulation in this paper, one month
and half data set is divided into the testing data set and the remaining data set
is used for the validation. The simulation is running for a scenario of two days
(48 hours). Comparing the forecasts and real values of water demands, the error
measurements are calculated by using the key performance indicators (KPIs)
defined as
Mean Squared Error (MSE):
MSE =
1
n
n∑
t=1
(Rt − Pt)2, (12)
1 AGBAR: Aguas de Barcelona, S. A. Company which manages the drinking water
transport and distribution in Barcelona (Spain).
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Mean Absolute Error (MAE):
MAE =
1
n
n∑
t=1
| Rt − Pt |, (13)
Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE):
SMAPE =
100
n
n∑
t=1
| Rt − Pt |
Rt + Pt
, (14)
where Rt denotes real value of the drinking water demand from validation data
and Pt denotes the forecasting mean value of the water demand obtained by the
DSHW-GP algorithm. In terms of MSE and MAE, they are representing the
difference between the actual observation and the observation values forecasted
by the model. Moreover, SMAPE is an accurate measurement based on percent-
age errors, which are adapted to compute time-series data. In this case study,
∆p=24 hours.
According to hourly-scale forecasts repeated 48 times, KPIs are shown in the
Fig. 3. Plots of MSE and MAE show that they are varying in a small interval
(no more than 1). SMAPE belongs to the range between 0% and 100%. If the
practical value of SMAPE is near 0%, the forecasting results are quite accurate.
In this case, the general SMAPE is between 6% and 9% (never greater than 10
%).
Fig. 3. Error measurements: MSE, MAE and SMAPE
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The forecasting result for each step ahead is a Gaussian distribution. The
confidence interval (CI) can be obtained as follows.
dk ∈
[
d¯k − c√
P
Σ
1/2
dk
, d¯k +
c√
P
Σ
1/2
dk
]
, (15)
where P is the number of samples, which is equal to 1 in terms of one-step ahead
forecast. Moreover, c denotes the critical value with respect to a confidence level,
such as 95% or 98%. The calculation of this level is done by means of the inverse
standard probability density function, which is shown as
c = Φ−1
(
1− α
2
)
, (16)
where c is the critical value with respect to the confidence level
(
1− α2
)
.
Fig. 4. A sequence of simulation results
In many applications of GP, confidence level is chosen between 90% and 100%
since a large number could imply that some unexpected noises gathered by using
different sensors stay inside the confidence interval. Hence, the critical values are
around 2 when the confidence levels are chosen inside the aforementioned inter-
val. Fig. 4 shows a sequence of selected simulation results in 48-step forecasts.
The gray area denotes the confidence interval with critical value equal to 2.
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The real demand is approximately around the mean estimation in Fig. 4.
Sometimes the mean estimation does not perfectly match the real demand since
the latter probably contains some unexpected noisy measurements from sensors.
In terms of GP, the challenge is how to select a proper feature vector for a real
case and get the accurate testing inputs. In this case study, the goal of this work
has been properly reached and the real water demands are inside the confidence
interval.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, the DSHW-GP algorithm has been proposed and applied to the
water demand forecasting for DWN management. DSHW and GP have their
own strengths and drawbacks. The approach of DSHW-GP takes advantages
of two methods while avoids drawbacks of both of them. The DSHW is used
for modelling expected part of water demand while GP is used for modelling
stochastic part of water demand. This approach is tested in the Barcelona DWN.
Results show that it is useful for forecasting water demand in a short term
achieving a confidence interval at the same time. The forecasting results can be
applied to robust MPC to consider for the possible worst-case demand scenario.
Further work is focused on applying this approach to an MPC-based closed-
loop scheme. The mean and bounds of demand forecasting obtained by using
the DSHW-GP algorithm will be used to compute estimates of system states
in order to design a robust MPC controller. Besides, the demand forecasting
method can be used for guaranteeing a reliable supply in the water networks by
means of avoiding unexpected uncertainties in a short-term future.
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